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Image Segmentation
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Abstract—We introduce a robust image segmentation method
based on a variational formulation using edge flow vectors. We
demonstrate the nonconservative nature of this flow field, a feature that helps in a better segmentation of objects with concavities. A multiscale version of this method is developed and is shown
to improve the localization of the object boundaries. We compare
and contrast the proposed method with well known state-of-the-art
methods. Detailed experimental results are provided on both synthetic and natural images that demonstrate that the proposed approach is quite competitive.
Index Terms—Active contours models, edge flow fields, image
segmentation, nonconservative vector fields.

I. INTRODUCTION
MAGE segmentation is one of the widely studied problems
in image processing and has found its application directly
or indirectly in tasks such as object detection [11], [18], object
tracking and recognition [1], [5], content-based image retrieval,
and medical image analysis [22].
The Active Contours approach is one particular image segmentation technique that was originally introduced by Kass et
al. [9], and further developed by the work of Caselles [2] and
Malladi [15]. Concurrently, Kichenassamy et al. [10] proposed
an Active Contours model based on the geometry of the image.
The basic idea in this Active Contours method lies in deforming
a contour according to some cost function, which upon minimization guides it towards the boundary of the object of interest. The cost function usually consists of two terms: one that
maintains the smoothness of the curve, commonly known as the
internal force; and another that pushes the curve towards the
boundaries, known as the external force. The goodness of the
segmentation result depends on how the two forces are derived
from the image data.
In recent years, much progress has been made to improve
the original Active Contours framework in achieving robustness
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to contour initialization [6], [12], [27], and dealing with concavities in object boundaries [27], [30], [31]. For example, in
the Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) method [31] robustness to initialization is obtained by diffusion of the edge field. However,
the performance of edge field-based methods in the presence of
nearby boundaries is not well understood.
In recent years, there has been considerable work on regionbased segmentation [3], [4], [19]. Paragios et al. [19] proposed
supervised texture segmentation by combining both region and
edge-based terms. Zhu et al. [32] designed a multiband image
segmentation algorithm by minimizing a generalized Bayesian
criterion. Recently, other approaches [13], [26] have been developed incorporating the shape and appearance information.
A comprehensive discussion of the edge-based versus regionbased methods is beyond the scope of this paper. Whether region-based methods are better than edge-based ones is a debatable and often a philosophical issue. However, it is generally
acknowledged that the edge-based methods often provide better
boundary localization, see [19], [29] for some recent work.
In this paper we present a robust image segmentation method
and demonstrate its application to both synthetic and natural images. We begin by considering an edge field that was originally
developed by Ma et al. [14] and we refer to this as the EdgeFlow
Vector (EFV) field in the following discussion. The motivation
for considering the EFV comes from its nonconservative1 nature
derived entirely from the image data. This is in contrast with the
GVF where the nonconservative property is due to the addition
of a smoothing term to a purely image-based component, which
may affect edge localization.
The key contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• We develop an effective segmentation technique based on
an edge field computed directly from the images. The flow
field can be computed from various image features including color, texture and intensity edges.
• We show analytically that this edge flow field is nonconservative in nature. This is further validated by using a
numerical technique called Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition (HHD). A new edge function, more precise than the
commonly used inverse of the gradient magnitude for localizing edges, is also proposed based on the scalar potential of the edge flow field.
• We further study and compare the flow field vectors derived from EFV with those of the GVF, Generalized GVF
(GGVF) [30] and Magnetostatic Active Contour (MAC)
[29]. This study reveals that for the segmentation of images
1Nonconservative refers to having both non zero irrotational (curl-free) and
solenoidal (divergence-free) components.
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with multicontrast edges, the edge flow method is more effective than these state-of-the-art approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the prior work on edge flow fields. In Section III, we
formulate the segmentation problem using this edge flow field
within a curve evolution framework. The Helmholtz Hodge decomposition is used to study the characteristics of this vector
edge flow field. We also provide an extensive analysis of the
nonconservative property of EFV. A detailed comparison with
GVF and GGVF is presented in Section IV. Section V provides
experimental results, and we conclude in Section VI.
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undesired smoothing effect near strong edges. The Euler equation corresponding to GGVF is
(3)
is the GGVF field, and
where
and
are the two spatially varying terms that replace and
respectively in (1). In [30], the authors used
and
where

controls the smoothing effect in the extracted field.

A. EdgeFlow Vector Field (EFV)

II. REVIEW OF PRIOR WORK ON EDGE FLOW FIELDS
Since the development of Active Contours for image segmentation, there has been considerable work on generating “edge
flow” vectors that drive the detected edges towards the true object boundaries in the image. Cohen and Cohen [6] proposed
a flow field, the Distance Vector Flow, based on the Chamfer
distance transform of binary edge images. Caselles et al. [2]
derived a flow field by taking the gradient of a scalar function (
, where
is a Gaussian convolved
image) which is small on the edges and large away from the
edges. In [8], Gil and Radeva designed a new distance transform based on the curvature information of the curve to be modeled. The gradient map of this distance transform, known as
CVF (Curvature Vector Flow), is then used as the flow field
for segmentation. Xie et al. [29] developed a flow field based
on magnetostatic interactions between the Active Contours and
the object boundaries. The algorithm was shown to be robust
in terms of initialization on a variety of images having complex structures. Xu and Prince proposed GVF [31], one of the
more widely used edge flow fields. Further variants of the basic
GVF framework can be found in [20], [30]. The basic GVF field
is obtained by minimizing the
following functional:

(1)
and
. Also,
where
note that
is high near the edges and nearly zero in homogeneous regions and is the regularization parameter. In [31],
is chosen to be
, i.e., the image itself. Using calculus of variation, the minimization of (1) reduces to solving the
following system of Euler equations:

(2)
where
and
. This
field is
near the edges. In the homogenous regions
controlled by
is slowly varying and points towards the
of the images,
edges due to the smoothing term [the first term in (1)]. The combination of the smoothing and gradient terms makes this GVF
field nonconservative (see Section IV). GGVF [30] extends the
basic GVF by introducing two spatially varying terms instead
in (1). The introduction of such terms reduces
of and

In a similar spirit, Ma and Manjunath [14] introduced the EFV
vectors. The magnitude and direction of the EFV vectors are esand the
timated using the intensity gradient magnitude
prediction errors
. For an image
, the
and
at a particular location
along the orientation
are computed as
(4)
(5)
is the Gaussian smoothed image; (offset paramwhere
eter) is the distance of the prediction2 and is usually set to .
calculates the strength of intensity change along
the orientation at a location . In contrast,
computes the error in predicting the neighbor along the orientation
using the image information at . Thus,
is small if the
neighbor belongs to the same object. Note that finding the gradient magnitude and the prediction error is equivalent to convolving the image with the first derivative of Gaussian (DG) and
the difference of offset Gaussian (DOOG) filters. Examples of
the DG and the DOOG kernels are presented in the Fig. 1. The
difference between DOOG and DG is that the former is asymmetric whereas the latter one is a symmetric operator. This property of DOOG, unlike DG, makes it sensitive to the directions
and
, as shown in the contour plots in Fig. 1(c) and (d).
Now we define the edge likelihood function at a particular
and
direction using the relative prediction errors
as follows:
(6)
The above
needs to be smoothed before searching for
the most probable orientation for the flow direction. We do this
. Define
by integrating over the interval
as
(7)
Then the probable flow direction

at

is estimated as
(8)

2A comprehensive overview of its effect on image segmentation is presented
in Fig. 10(b).
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Fig. 1. This figure demonstrates the difference between the Difference of offset
Gaussian (DOOG) and the first derivative of Gaussian (DG). The surface plots
of (a) DOOG, (b) DG. The corresponding contour plots are shown in (c) and
(d), respectively. The offset (d = 4 ) of DOOG is shown by a black arrow
in the contour plot (bottom left). It is to be noted that DOOG is an asymmetric
operator unlike DG which is symmetric.

Finally, the EFV field is calculated as the vector sum
(9)
. The obtained (for a given scale ) in (9)
where
is a complex number whose magnitude and angle represent the
resulting edge energy and the flow direction at a particular location . The EFV can be extended to multiscale analysis as
well as shown in Appendix A. EFV at multiple scales helps in
preserving edge localization, while extending the field to larger
homogeneous regions as shown in Fig. 2. The main properties
of the EFV field can be summarized as follows:
1) the vectors point normally towards the nearest edge;
2) the magnitude of the vectors is small away from the edges
and increases near the edges;
3) the flow vectors from opposite directions cancel each other
on the edges.

III. EDGE FLOW DRIVEN CURVE EVOLUTION FRAMEWORK
A general curve evolution framework [25] is governed by the
following equation:
(10)
where

is a parameterized planar curve;
( is the unit normal to the curve
) is
is a curvature
an expansion/shrinking force;
is a force based on an underbased force and
lying edge flow vector field , whose direction and strength are
usually independent of the evolving curve. The function
is expected to be small on the edges and large away from the
edges. The curve is evolved in the normal direction
by a
is
combination of these forces. We would like to note that

Fig. 2. This result demonstrate the effectiveness of the multiscale technique
over the single scale one. (a) Image of an aeroplane. Plots of the EFV field
for (b)  = 0:5, (c)  = 2, and (d) multiscale (from  = 0:5 to  = 2 in steps
of 0.5). Two different areas corresponding to an edge region (in black rectangle)
and a smooth region (in red rectangle) of each of the flow fields are enlarged
for the sake of clarity; (e), (f), (g) magnify the black rectangles and (h), (i), (j)
magnify the red rectangles for  = 0:5;  = 2, and multiscale, respectively.
Note that the proposed multiscale framework is able to extract meaningful [see,
e.g., similarity between (e) and (i) with (g) and (j), respectively] information
from each of them.

E

the only term which provides stability to the level-set-based solution and thus is necessary for this formulation. However,
may have adverse effect in some cases, e.g., expansion of the
curve near concavity, which can be tackled by proper design of
other terms.
(known as
In the literature [7], a common choice for
the edge stopping function) is the inverse of the gradient magnitude function, which is small on the edges and large away
has been
from the edges. For example,
used in [21], where the choice for was the GVF field . In
contrast, in Geodesic Active Contour (GAC) the corresponding
edge flow field was derived as the gradient of the edge stop, i.e.,
[2]. Alternatively, one can
ping function
compute the edge flow field from the image features (intensity
edges, texture, color) and derive analytically the corresponding
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edge stopping function in a principled way from the flow field.
that satisfies
meets
Note that any function
. We now
the requirement of an edge stopping function
present an approach for computing
given using the
Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition [23].
A. Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition
Given a smooth
, rapidly decaying vector field (e.g.,
EFV, GVF, or GAC) the Helmholtz theorem states that it can
be resolved into conservative (curl-free) and solenoidal (divergence-free) components. Recently, it has been shown in [23]
that the Helmholtz theorem can be further generalized by the
Helmholtz-Hodge decompostion as follows:

(11)
where
is the conservative (curl-free) component
is solenoidal
which satisfies
(divergence-free) component which satisfies
is the harmonic component which satisfies both
and
. Note that and stand for scalar and vector
potential of . Next, we present the two functionals whose minimization lead to the solution of scalar and vector potential [16]
of the flow field.
: The scalar potential
1) Solution for Scalar Potential
can be obtained by projecting onto the curl-free component
and solving the following variational problem:

r1

Fig. 3. (a) Example image of a circle. The plot of (b)
S, where S is the
edge flow field EFV and (c) (x; y ) of the example image. Note that the scalar
potential function  is a smooth version of
E.

r1

(12)
where is image domain under consideration. Using calculus
of variation (Appendix B) it can be shown that which minimizes the above functional can be found by solving the following Poisson problem:

(13)
where is the unit outward normal to the boundary .
2) Solution for Vector Potential : Similarly the vector potential can be obtained by solving the following least squares
formulation:
(14)

Fig. 4. (a) Example image of a square. The plot of (b) (x; y ) obtained from
EFV and (c) h = (1=1 + I ) of the example image. The scale parameter
 is chosen to be 1 for both cases. In the plots the white region corresponds to
high values ( 1) whereas the black region corresponds to low values ( 0).



jr

along direction. Thus,
and equating only the
components from the two sides, we obtain

Again one can show that the optimum solution is obtained by
solving the following PDE formulation:

(15)
where is the unit outward normal to the boundary
. In (14),
note that “curl”
is a 3-D vector operator. Thus, for an
arbitrary choice of we need to extend the 2-D field (lying
in the image plane) to a 3-D form by setting its third component
to zero. However, here we are solving a special case where the
, where is the unit vector
vector potential is



(16)
where the subscript stands for the component of the corresponding vector. Appendix C gives the full derivation.
The PDE in the (13) gives a better insight into why , derived
this way, satisfies the properties of an edge stopping function.
For a vector field, the divergence operator determines whether
a point is a source or a sink. In the case of , the edges behave like a sink where the flow vectors meet each other. Thus,
the divergence of is negative at the edges. To be specific,
[Fig. 3(b)] is generally rough with disthe profile of
tinct local minima at the edges. Using this PDE to solve for ,
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Fig. 5. This figure demonstrates the characteristics of the component flow fields for different cases. (a) A rectangular region of interest. The plot of (b) EFV field
and (c) the conservative component of . The solenoidal components of (d) and (e) the GAC field. The maximum magnitudes of the field vectors are shown
below each plot. (a) Max
: . (b) Max
: . (c) Max
: . (d) Max
.

E

E

magnitude = 4 2

magnitude = 1 2

we obtain a smooth map [Fig. 3(c)] of the divergence of the
flow field without losing its salient features (e.g., the position of
local minima corresponding to edge locations). Consequently,
the scalar potential , after being scaled between 0 and 1, has
small values (near zero) on the edges and close to one in the
smooth regions. Fig. 4 makes a comparison between the traand
computed by
ditional choice
solving the Poisson problem in (13) (with the edge flow field
taken as EFV). Notice that
localizes the edges better
than the adhoc choice (for both cases the image is smoothed
with the same choice of scale parameter).
In summary, the curve evolution framework in (10) can be
rewritten as

E

magnitude = 3 6

magnitude = 10

observe that the solenoidal component of EFV points towards
the concavities in the object. Note that the solenoidal compo), since it
nent of GAC is close to zero (of the order of
is purely conservative in nature. For ease of understanding, true
edges are overlaid on the top of the flow fields in red dots.
Fig. 6 compares GAC and EFV-based segmentation starting
with the circle as the initial condition for curve evolution [Fig.
6(a)]. Notice that purely conservative fields do not result in a
good segmentation [Fig. 6(b) for GAC and Fig. 6(c) for the conservative component of EFV], and the nonconservative EFV results in almost perfect segmentation. One can expect similar result for the nonconservative GVF (see [31] for detailed explanations) as well. We now analytically show that EFV is nonconservative.

(17)
B. EFV Is NonConservative
is the unit inward normal to the curve; is curvature
where
term; and and are the constants. Equation (17) can be implemented through level set methods [17], [25].
Consider the binary image in Fig. 5(a) with a “U-shaped” object. We resolve different edge flow fields computed from this
image using the Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition. The field
vectors computed from EFV inside the rectangular region of interest in Fig. 5(a) are shown in Fig. 5(b), and Fig. 5(d) shows the
solenoidal component as per HHD (see Section III-A2). We can

Consider
(18)
provides the flow direction [see (8)]
where
at each point, and
is a unit vector along that direction.
This is essentially the term inside the integral in (9) without
the Gaussian smoothing of the image. We will now show that
this is a nonconservative field. The dropping of the Gaussian
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E

Fig. 6. (a) Initialization of the curve. The segmentation result with (b) GAC (c) the conservative component of EFV field (d) . The scale parameter  is set to 1
for the calculation of flow fields for all these cases. Note that the GAC and the conservative component of are unable to produce desired segmentation results.

E

smoothing is for analytical simplification and does not affect
the final conclusion. The integral, in some very special cases,
may lead to an overall conservative field but would make the
following analysis infeasible (recall that the integration is for
smoothing purposes). Expanding (18), we obtain

(19)
where and are the partial derivatives in the and directions, respectively.
is nonconservative,
To prove that
we need to show
and

(20)
(21)

As the variables involved are independent of , these further
simplify to
and

(22)
(23)

where

and

In obtaining these expressions for
and , we assumed that
in (19) is positive.3 Since both
and
terms are present in both
and , it is easy to see
is nonconthat (22) and (23) will always be satisfied. Thus,
servative. As we discussed earlier it is reasonable to expect that
3It is straightforward to see that (22) and (23) remain unaltered with the sign
inversion of the amplitude part as e and e both change their sign simultaneously in that case.

the smoothing operations involving the Gaussian filtering and
the integration will not, in general, make the field conservative.
IV. COMPARISON OF EFV WITH GVF AND GGVF
Reasoning along the lines of the previous section, where we
demonstrated that the EFV field is nonconservative, we can
show that the nonconservative nature of the GVF field stems
from the combination of the two terms: the edge enhancing
and the smoothing term
in (1). It
is important to note that either of the two terms alone would not
result in a nonconservative field. For example, if we set
in (1), the resulting field
is clearly conservative.
with a constant coefficient
On the other hand, replacing
would yield a conservative field as well. The smoothing in
(1) is needed to extend the range of the vector field but has a
detrimental effect on edge localization. This is illustrated in
Fig. 7 for different cases of additive noise (from left to right
the signal-to-noise ratios are 25, 20, 15, 10, and 5 dB) using
.
the parameters suggested by [31] and fixing the scale at
Notice that the localization of edges using EFV is not affected
by noise even at signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 5 dB, and this is
due to the strong coupling of the edge stopping function which
is derived from the image-based flow field vectors.
The poor edge localization of GVF is partially addressed in
GGVF [see (3)] by the introduction of two spatially varying
and
(see Section II).
is small
terms, e.g.,
near edges and high away from the edges. follows the opposite trend. Therefore, GGVF smooths intelligently unlike GVF
which smooths equally everywhere. However, note that GGVF
formulation is not directly obtained from an energy minimization like GVF. Consider the minimization of a new variational
formulation
(24)
is a second-order tensor. Note that the variational
where
formulation in (1) is a special case of this (24) new variational
formulation. The corresponding Euler equation is
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Fig. 7. This experiment demonstrates the edge localization property of EFV (first row), generalized GVF (second row), and GVF (third row) in presence of noise.
The initialization is done as shown in Fig. 6(a), i.e., a circle surrounding the object of interest. The scale parameter  is set to 1 for all methods. From left to right
(in all the rows) the signal-to-noise ratios of these images are 25, 20, 15, 10, 5 dB. Note that the GVF and the Generalized GVF (GGVF) segmentation results are
obtained using the parameter settings described by the authors in [31] and [30], respectively.

Equation (25) reduces to (3) if we assume
which
is generally not true near edges (may be satisfied in the ho)
mogenous regions). Also, retaining this term (i.e.,
can generate negative diffusion which leads to an ill posed PDE
problem. The performance of GGVF on “U” images is shown in
the second row of Fig. 7. EFV clearly outperforms both GGVF
and GVF in terms of localizing the edges.
In addition, the smoothing term in GVF also contributes to poor
localization in the presence of multicontrast edges, see Fig. 8(a),
where a weaker (low contrast) edge is in close proximity of a
stronger (higher contrast) edge. This was originally observed by
Xie et al. [28], where the authors proposed to use a region-based
flow in addition to the traditional edge-based flow used in GVF.
Fig. 8(a) consists of nested squares with varying intensity values.
The gray values are chosen in such a way that a couple of weak
edges are kept deliberately in the vicinity of a strong edge. Fig.
8(d) and (e) show the GVF and EFV vectors, respectively, for the
top right quarter of the image in Fig. 8(a). The opposing vectors
are shownin different colors and the true edges are shown in green.
GVFmissesalltheedgesother thantheinnermost onebetweenthe

two innermost squares corresponding to the gray levels 0 and 255.
These results confirm the earlier observation that high contrast
edges do affect the detection of low contrast edges in the GVF
formulation.NotethattheEFVfieldisnotaffectedbythepresence
of such multicontrast edges.
The issue of close proximity low contrast edges arises frequently in natural images, for example, see Fig. 9(a) which
shows a small caterpillar lying on the stem of a shrub. The objective is to segment the caterpillar from the rest of the image.
The EFV and the GVF fields are shown in Fig. 9(b) and (c) respectively. Again GVF (Fig. 9(e)) fails to detect the true edges
whereas EFV effectively segments the caterpillar as shown in
Fig. 9(d). For these experiments, the scale parameter is set to
0.5 for both methods. Moreover, we examine the GVF field for
different values of (e.g., 1, 1.5, 2) and observed the same behavior as the plotted one [see Fig. 9(c)].
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Inthissection,wefirstprovide adetailedcomparisonoftheproposed EFV with three other state-of-the art approaches, namely,
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Fig. 8. This figure demonstrates the effect of the smoothing component in the GVF field formulation. (a) An example image. The gray values corresponding to
each region are also shown. A close up view of the top right quarter of (b) GVF field, and (c) EFV field of the image. The true edges are plotted in green dots.
Detected edges corresponding to (d) GVF field and (e) EFV field are shown in magenta dots. Note that the large capture range of the strongest edge suppressed all
other weak edges for the case of GVF.

GAC, GVF, and GGVF. We also provide some qualitative results
for MAC. MAC code can be downloaded from the authors’ website.4 We could not evaluate its performance on our large synthetic
database of more than 1000 images since the user interface for
the software only allows manually uploading and processing one
image at a time and can not be used in batch mode.
Recall the general curve evolution equation:

(26)
where and are tuning parameters, is the curvature and
is the normal to the curve. The scalar function
and the
differs for the four methods as follows:
vector field
and
, the scalar potential of (i.e.,
• EFV:
);
• GGVF:
and
, where
;
4http://www.cs.swan.ac.uk/~csjason/snakes/mac/.

• GVF:
and
.
and
.
• GAC:
Note that GGVF or GVF do not consider the inflationary term
[see (26)] explicitly in their formulations. The reason is that the
GGVF or GVF field have wider capture range. In principle the
presence of this inflationary term, however, should not disturb
the edge localization, since the edge stopping function
reduces to zero near edges. This fact is true with the smoothing
term (does not have any effect near edges) as well. Thus, only
the edge flow term in (26) drives the contour near edges. Moreover, from our experience considering the inflationary term in
the formulation provides faster convergence particularly in the
presence of excessive noise.
We choose the SIID, Shape Image Database from Brown university [24], to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework in dealing with sharp junctions and corners. The
collection is composed of 18 different shape categories. Each
category has 12 different variations of the same shape for a
total of 216 (18 12) images. For our experiments, we corrupted the images with additive white Gaussian noise; the SNRs
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Fig. 9. Performance of EFV and GVF on closely located low contrast edges. A negligible amount of constant expansion force is applied for both methods to
prevent the initialized contour from collapsing. (a) An image of a caterpillar where the red contour shows the initialization for both methods. The edge flow field
corresponding to (b) EFV and (c) GVF. The back of the caterpillar [image courtesy of Dries Knapen (http://www.focusonnature.be)] is shown by connected red
dots. The segmentation results using (d) EFV and (e) GVF field. Note that, in case of EFV, the vectors from opposite directions meet each other around the connected
red dots whereas this is not true for GVF.

Fig. 10. (a) Comparison of edge localization using EFV (d = 4 ), GGVF, GVF, GAC. (b) The performance of EFV with different settings of the offset parameter
d.

are 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 dB, and then we compared different segmentation techniques. The scale parameter is set to
1 for all the methods. The detection accuracy is measured as:
, where
is the ground truth mask
is the binary mask of the segmentation result. The maxand
imum value is attained when the segmentation result exactly
matches with the target. The parameters and in (26) are
tuned using a subset of the entire dataset, for each of the three
segmentation methods separately. The computed parameters are
kept fixed for the testing phase. The performance of different

methods is presented in Fig. 10(a). The results show that the
EFV performs better than the other three techniques almost in
all noise levels. Fig. 10(b) demonstrates the performance of EFV
for different values of (the offset parameter in the difference of
provides a good
offset Gaussian filter). As can be seen,
trade-off between the edge localization and avoiding the noise
interference. In Fig. 13, we present some qualitative results on
a set of natural images. To capture the complex edges for these
images, we decided to compute the multiscale version of EFV
presented in Appendix A.
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Fig. 11. Performance of magnetostatic active contour on noise corrupted U images.

Fig. 12. Segmentation result (in white contour) using MAC for different setting of gradient threshold parameter  . Note that the caterpillar is missed in all the
cases. (a) 
: , (c) 
:
, (d) 
:
: (default), (b) 
.

=01

= 0 01

= 0 001

= 0 0001

The authors in [29] investigated the initialization issue for the
level set function elaborately. In contrast, we examine its edge
localization and detection capability in presence of various challenges. The noise corrupted “U” images (Fig. 7) and the caterpillar image [Fig. 9(a)] are used to demonstrate the performance
of MAC. The noise contents for the “U” images are kept the
same as before (see Fig. 7). The initialization is done as shown
in Fig. 6(a). The outputs (Fig. 11) are obtained directly from the
software developed by the authors [29]. The software returns
two level-set functions, one for localizing the object and another
for localizing the background. We only show the contour which
localizes the object. The results demonstrate that MAC is unable to localize the edges precisely (see the EFV results in the
first row of Fig. 7 for comparison). We use the default parameter setting for these experiments. The default parameter setting
in MAC assigns full weight to the smoothing term and it completely ignores the data term (see (26)), resulting in a poor edge
localization. Assigning more weight to the data term seems to
improve edge localization but results in more false positives.
Fig. 12 demonstrates the performance of MAC on the caterpillar
image. The same initialization is used as shown in Fig. 9(a).
These results are obtained by varying the gradient threshold parameter, . is a parameter which removes noisy edges (see
[29] for detailed explanations) after initial edge computation.
The default setting (provided by the authors) is used for rest of
the parameters. In all the cases, the contours wrongly latch onto
the dominant object, i.e., the stem.

VI. CONCLUSION
We explored the properties of a nonconservative edge flow
field, EFV, for robust image segmentation. The nonconservative nature of EFV is demonstrated both analytically and numerically. We showed that the nonconservative nature of the
edge flow field is critical in detecting boundaries of objects with
concavities. In incorporating the EFV into the curve evolution
framework, we derived a new edge stopping function analytically from the EFV in a principled way. We showed that this
edge stopping function is better than the traditionally used inverse of the gradient magnitude function in terms of edge localization. We compared the EFV with well known state-of-the-art
approaches, providing detailed experimental results that demonstrated the advantage of EFV over other methods. In this paper
our work addresses the single object segmentation problem. Future work include extensions to multiple object segmentation
and a principled approach to the multiscale framework.

APPENDIX A
MULTISCALE EFV FIELD
We adopt a fine to coarse strategy to compute the multiscale
EFV where the flow field is first derived at the finest scale (say
at ) and then the flow vectors are selectively modified using
the ones from the coarser scales. The procedure is presented in
Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 13. This figure presents the effectiveness of EFV on complex natural images.

optimum solution for the following functional:
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for computing multiscale
intensity-based EdgeFlow. In the experiments we choose
and
Consider
be an image. Let and be the threshold
values for the edge magnitude and the angle respectively.
Let and be the finest and coarsest scale considered
with a step size of
.

(27)
Proof: Using calculus of variation this problem can be
solved as follows:

.
Set

.
do

while
Set

Now applying integration by parts, we obtain
.

for all pixels in
if

Assuming proper boundary condition and the fact that this relation should hold for any variation of , the problem reduces to
solving the following PDE:

do
then

else if

then
with

else
is kept the same.

where

end if
end for
end while
APPENDIX B
SOLUTION FOR THE SCALAR POTENTIAL

is the unit outward normal to

.

APPENDIX C
SOLUTION FOR THE VECTOR POTENTIAL
Find
region

which minimizes the following functional in a given

Consider be a closed domain in
with boundary . Let
be a smoothly varying vector field defined in . Find the
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Proof: The optimal solution can be obtained using calculus
of variation as follows:
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Proof: Applying Gauss divergence theorem on the left
hand side of (30), we obtain

(31)
This completes the proof. Note that the last step follows from
the following vector calculus identity:

Now applying the identity from Lemma D.1 the above equality
reduces to
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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combining similar terms corresponding to the domain
boundary
, we obtain

and the

after rearranging the terms this reduces to

where is the unit outward normal to
boundary condition be

. Now letting the

we obtain
(29)
As this relation must hold for any arbitrary
following PDE formulation to solve for

we obtain the

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF A VECTOR CALCULUS IDENTITY
Lemma D.1: Consider
be a closed region in
with
boundary
. The following identity is valid for any arbitrary
smooth vector fields and defined in

(30)
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